This paper reports a theoretical study on the magnetohydrodynamic flow and heat exchange of carbon nanotubes (CNTs)-based nanoliquid over a variable thicker surface. Two types of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are accounted for saturation in base fluid. Particularly, the single-walled and multi-walled carbon nanotubes, best known as SWCNTs and MWCNTs, are used. Kerosene oil is taken as the base fluid for the suspension of nanoparticles. The model involves the impact of the thermal radiation and induced magnetic field. However, a tiny Reynolds number is assumed to ignore the magnetic induction. The system of nonlinear equations is obtained by reasonably adjusted transformations. The analytic solution is obtained by utilizing a notable procedure called optimal homotopy analysis technique (O-HAM). The impact of prominent parameters, such as the magnetic field parameter, Brownian diffusion, Thermophoresis, and others, on the dimensionless velocity field and thermal distribution is reported graphically. A comprehensive discussion is given after each graph that summarizes the influence of the respective parameters on the flow profiles. The behavior of the friction coefficient and the rate of heat transfer (Nusselt number) at the surface (y = 0) are given at the end of the text in tabular form. Some existing solutions of the specific cases have been checked as the special case of the solution acquired here. The results indicate that MWCNTs cause enhancement in the velocity field compared with SWCNTs when there is an increment in nanoparticle volume fraction. Furthermore, the temperature profile rises with an increment in radiation estimator for both SWCNT and MWCNT and, finally, the heat transfer rate lessens for increments in the magnetic parameter for both types of nanotubes.
Introduction
The idea of nanofluid was first introduced by Choi [1] in 1995. In his pioneering study, Choi named nanofluids as one of the most essential type of fluids for an enhanced heat transfer rate. coefficient and rate of heat transfer (Nusselt factor) are computed in tabular data form. The present results are successfully reduced to the published results in the literature when compared.
Mathematical Formulation
The present communication reports a theoretical study on the magnetohydrodynamic flow and heat exchange of carbon nanotubes (CNTs)-based nanoliquid over a variable thicker surface. Kerosene oil is taken as the base fluid for the suspension of nanoparticles. Two types of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are accounted for saturation in base fluid. Flow phenomenon is investigated in the presence of applied magnetic field. SWCNTs and MWCNTs are utilized as nanomaterials and kerosine oil is as base liquid. The impact of radiation and viscous dissipation are considered in the heat analysis. The thickness of the surface mentioned by y = B(x + b) 1−m 2 is variable. The ambient temperature is taken to be constant. The physical model can be seen in Figure 1 . (O-HAM). Several plots are generated to discuss the physical behavior of embedded parameters on the dimensionless velocity field and thermal distribution. The results for skin-friction (wall-drag) coefficient and rate of heat transfer (Nusselt factor) are computed in tabular data form. The present results are successfully reduced to the published results in the literature when compared.
The present communication reports a theoretical study on the magnetohydrodynamic flow and heat exchange of carbon nanotubes (CNTs)-based nanoliquid over a variable thicker surface. Kerosene oil is taken as the base fluid for the suspension of nanoparticles. Two types of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are accounted for saturation in base fluid. Flow phenomenon is investigated in the presence of applied magnetic field. SWCNTs and MWCNTs are utilized as nanomaterials and kerosine oil is as base liquid. The impact of radiation and viscous dissipation are considered in the heat analysis. The thickness of the surface mentioned by ( )
temperature is taken to be constant. The physical model can be seen in Figure 1 . The boundary layer equations for the aforementioned problem (see, for example, the works of [49] [50] [51] [52] ) are as follows:
where velocity components are ( ) The boundary layer equations for the aforementioned problem (see, for example, the works of [49] [50] [51] [52] ) are as follows:
where velocity components are (u, v) along the xand y-axes, respectively; T denotes the temperature; ν n f , α n f denotes the effective kinematic viscosity and thermal diffusivity of nanoliquid, respectively; (U w , U e ) are defined as the stretching surface and free stream velocity, respectively; q r defines the radiative heat flux; and C p defines the specific heat. The fruitful characteristics of nanoliquids may be defined using the properties of base liquid and carbon nanotubes and the solid volume fraction of CNTs in the base liquids (see, for example, the works of [49] [50] [51] [52] ) as follows: where viscosity of nanoliquid is defined by µ n f ; nanoparticle volume fraction is defined by ϕ; and density of liquid and CNTs are defined by ρ f and ρ CNT , respectively. Base liquid's thermal conductivity is defined by k f ; thermal conductivity of nanoliquids is defined by k n f ; the specific heat of nanoliquids, base liquid, and carbon nanotubes are defined by C p n f , C p f , and C p CNTs , respectively;
while thermal conductivity of CNTs is defined by k CNT , with boundary conditions as follows:
Using Rosseland approximation, we get the accompanying articulation
where the mean absorption coefficient is defined by k * , the Stefan-Boltzmann constant is defined by σ * , and T 4 defined using Taylor series expansion about T ∞ is
The state of surface firmly relies on m. It should be noted that, for m = 1, the surface is flat; the thickness of the wall rises for m < 1 and the surface shape becomes of the outer convex type. The wall thickness decreases for m > 1 and, consequently, the surface shape becomes of the inner concave type; m is accountable for the motion type, that is, for m = 0, the motion is linear with constant velocity. Motion deceleration and accelerated are defined by m < 1 and m > 1. Employing the transformations
the incompressibility condition is consequently fulfilled and Equations (2), (3), and (5) are lessened to the following:
where
is the wall thickness parameter. Putting
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The final equations in one variable form are given here:
where A is defined as ratio parameter, M is defined as magnetic parameter, R d is defined as radiation estimator, Pr is defined as Prandtl number, and Ec is defined as the well-known Eckert number. Mathematically,
The expression of friction coefficient (wall-drag) and local Nusselt (the heat transfer) number are
The dimensionless forms of the above parameters are
denotes Reynolds number.
Mathematical Analysis

OHAM (BVPh 2.0)
The governing problems are explained using BVPh 2.0, via the homotopy analysis method (HAM)-based Mathematica package. The BVPh 2.0 is simple to utilize. It simply needs to compose the required governing problems. For each governing equation, we select the proper auxiliary linear operators and accurate initial guess for every undetermined function. Expression of linear operators and initial guesses are
with
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Optimal Convergence Analysis
The estimations of convergence control parameters h f , h θ in kerosene oil nanoliquids for both type of nanotubes, that is, SWCNTs and MWCNTs, are calculated through the boundary value problem solver package BVPh 2.0. We now continue to attain the solution of governing equations via Boundary value problem solver package BVPh 2.0. These governing equations hold two unknown convergence estimates h f , h θ . Optimal estimates of these parameters are calculated by the total minimum error. It ought to be seen that the convergence estimates assume an essential part in the frame of the homotopy analysis method (HAM), and HAM differs from other analytical techniques. To enormously diminish the Central Processing Unit (CPU) time, the average residual error at the kth-order of estimate is characterized by
and
The 
Results and Discussion
The flow and heat transfer of CNTs (SWCNTs and MWCNTs) with kerosene oil as a base liquid are investigated. The governing set of nonlinear differential equations is numerically solved. The
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The flow and heat transfer of CNTs (SWCNTs and MWCNTs) with kerosene oil as a base liquid are investigated. The governing set of nonlinear differential equations is numerically solved. The impact of A on f (η) is plotted in Figure 4 for kerosene oil for SWCNTs and MWCNTs. It is noticed that the velocity field rises for the increment in A for both A > 1 and A < 1. On the other side, for A > 1 and A < 1, the related thickness of boundary layer has a reverse trend, but for A = 1, no boundary layer is found. This means that the surface and ambient velocities are the same. The velocity field is dominant for single-walled tubes as compared with multi-walled tubes. Figure 5 illustrates the impact of φ on f (η). It is observed that velocity distribution is the mounting function for the increment in φ for SWCNTs and MWCNTs. The increment in nanomaterial volume fraction leads to rise in the convective flow. It is likewise noticed that f (η) enhances for kerosene oil nanoliquid for MWCNT as compared with SWCNT. The significance of magnetic parameter on the velocity field is outlined in Figure 6 . The velocity f (η) and related boundary layer decrease for larger estimates of the magnetic estimator. The increment in M demonstrates the rise in resistive power (Lorentz force) and, therefore, the velocity of the liquid reduces. It is additionally noticed that velocity distribution is dominated for MWCNT as compared with SWCNT kerosene oil. Figure 7 is drawn for the behavior of m on f (η). It is analyzed that, for the higher power index, the velocity profile shows reduction for SWCNTs and MWCNTs using base liquid kerosene oil.
An analysis of Ec on θ(η) is portrayed in Figure 8 . It is worth mentioning that θ(η) becomes higher for the increment in Ec for both SWCNT and MWCNT. The increment in Eckert number leads to larger drag forces between the fluid materials. Consequently, more heat is induced and the temperature distribution increases. The influence of φ on θ(η) is drawn in Figure 9 . Here, temperature distribution reduces with the increase in φ. Additionally, the increment in the nanomaterial volume fraction causes the improvement of the convective heat phenomenon from heated liquid along the cold surface, and consequently, temperature reduces. It is additionally noted that the temperature distribution is dominant for MWCNT as compared with SWCNT. Figure 10 outlines the significance of the temperature in light of an adjustment in the estimations of the radiation parameter R d for MWCNT and SWCNT. Obviously, the temperature distribution and related boundary layer thickness improve for higher values of the radiation estimator R d . It is obvious that the surface heat flux increments under the effect of thermal radiation. Consequently, temperature enhances inside the boundary layer region. Table 1 displays the thermophysical characteristics of the base liquid kerosene oil with carbon nanotubes. Table 2 is set up for the square average residual errors of governing problems at various orders of approximations. It is noticed that the square average residual error diminishes as the request of estimation rises for SWCNTs and MWCNTs using kerosene oil. Table 3 is drawn for the numerical values of the friction estimator for various estimates of different related parameters. It is examined that the friction estimator is larger for higher estimates of m, M, φ, and α, while it decreases for larger A for both SWCNTs and MWCNTs. Table 4 is set up for the numerical estimates of local Nusselt number for different values of different appropriate parameters. It is examined that the local Nusselt parameter rises for larger A, R d , Ec, and φ, while it lessens for increments in α and M for both single-walled and multi-walled carbon nanotubes. Table 5 exhibits the relative investigation of the skin fraction coefficient with the past work of Pop et al. [45] and Sharma and Singh [46] in limiting cases. It is established that all the outcomes have a decent understanding. , and φ , while it lessens for increments in α and M for both single-walled and multi-walled carbon nanotubes. Table 5 exhibits the relative investigation of the skin fraction coefficient with the past work of Pop et al. [45] and Sharma and Singh [46] in limiting cases. It is established that all the outcomes have a decent understanding. Figure 9 . Impact of on velocity ( ). Figure 9 . Impact of φ on velocity θ(η). 
Conclusions
The present communication reports a theoretical study on the magnetohydrodynamic flow and the heat exchange of carbon nanotube (CNT)-based nanoliquid over a variable thicker surface. Kerosene oil is taken as the base fluid for the suspension of nanoparticles. Two types of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are accounted for saturation in base fluid, particularly the single-walled and multi-walled carbon nanotubes, best known as SWCNTs and MWCNTs. The system of nonlinear equations is gained by a reasonable transformation. Analytic solution is obtained by utilizing a notable procedure called the optimal homotopic analysis technique. The key points are given below:
•
MWCNTs causes enhancement in velocity field as compared with SWCNTs when there is an increment in the nanoparticle volume fraction φ.
Higher values given to the magnetic number reduce the flow velocity and are dominant for MWCNTs as compared with SWCNTs. • Temperature profile rises with an increment in radiation estimator for both SWCNT and MWCNT.
Augmented values of Eckert number enhance the thermal distribution, but lesser for SWCNT as compared with MWCNT.
Friction coefficient rises for increments in m, M, φ, and α for both type of nanotubes.
Heat transfer rate lessens for increments in α and M for both SWCNT and MWCNT. 
